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Ed ran the meeting today. We have give aways and a guest speaker.
New members: The Simms have joined the club.
Shout outs: Allison Fitzgerald PR’d a race. R4DT had an event that stopped at local restaurants
that lasted all day.
Valerie offered to write up anyone’s articles, shout-outs or anything they want to put out to
other members. A past president of ORC has had Parkinson’s disease diagnosed.
Martin gave report on $$ profit $9,512. $32,914 in the bank. We would like to use this money to
help other organizations, the Heritage Trail.
Dane – Chrome browser is starting to restrict websites that are not https. They will turn you
back. Our website is not secure by we should be fine. Sullivan Striders have been trying to get a
new website. We have links to both the old and sites. Mark Hughes has given us 2 race entries
on an 8/12/18 race, 5k, 10k and half, proceeds go to local Fire Dept. in PA.
2 New memberships per Allison Fitz.
Track workout with coach Drew Priest. The participants have been very appreciative of his help.
Lots of people are coming to track workouts.
Jaime I schedules lots of weekend runs in Goshen. He organized these runs to be able to run in
the cold, now it has grown to both weekend days. Beach day in NJ on 9/2/18 for everyone to go
to the beach together. This is last year he will organize this.
Monday Miles – Ed is organizing this. Now doing trail runs Mondays at 4pm.
R4DT – 8/18/18. 2017 raised around $13,000 for a park connected to the Heritage Trail
extension. Proceeds to benefit the Heritage Trail this year. Equilibrium Brewery is the beer
sponsor. Lions are sponsoring a Corn Hole tournament. We have 2 bracelets to give access to
after run party to give away.
8/14/18 STARS run, the Kilcoins can’t be there that day. Looking for someone to organize a
STARS run, anywhere in the county. Voted to do it 8/7/18 (National Night Out).
8/10/18 ORC party at Quinn’s house, 6pm until? Bring what you want to drink and an appetizer
or dessert.
Speaker: Nick – Movement Matters.

